COBALT SS
In addition to or replacing 2LT features, Cobalt SS includes:
• 2.0L Turbo ECOTEC DOHC engine with 260 hp
• Five-speed manual transmission
• StabiliTrak Electronic Stability Control System
• Stainless steel exhaust with chrome tip
• Traction Control
• Performance Handling suspension
• Four-wheel antilock disc brakes with Brembo® front disc brake calipers
• Rear spoiler
• Body-color rocker moldings
• Sport fascia with integrated foglamps
• 18-inch forged-aluminum wheels
• Leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio and cruise controls
• 228-watt seven-speaker Pioneer premium sound system

COBALT LS
• EPA estimated MPG 37 highway with manual transmission (XFE)
• ECOTEC 2.2L DOHC engine
• Five-speed manual transmission
• Electric Power Steering (EPS)
• Premium Ride suspension
• Body-color door handles, front and rear fascias and grille
• 15-inch steel wheels with full bolt-on wheel covers
• Head curtain side-impact air bags

COBALT 1LT
In addition to or replacing LS features, 1LT includes:
• EPA estimated MPG 37 highway with manual transmission (XFE)
• Four-speed automatic transmission (Sedan models only)
• Sport Cloth seats
• Power windows
• Power door locks with Remote Keyless Entry
• Power-adjustable mirrors

COBALT 2LT
In addition to or replacing 1LT features, 2LT includes:
• Body-color body-side moldings
• 16-inch machined-face aluminum wheels
• Cruise control
• Four-wheel antilock brakes
• Cargo net
• Four-speed automatic transmission (with Remote Start)

1 A NOTE ABOUT CHILD SAFETY: Always use safety belts and the correct child restraint for your child’s age and size. Even in vehicles equipped with the Passenger Sensing System, children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate infant, child or booster seat. Never place a rear-facing infant restraint in the front seat of any vehicle equipped with an active air bag. See the Owner’s Manual and child safety seat instructions for more safety information.

2 Call 1-888-4ONSTAR (1-888-466-7827) or visit onstar.com for details and system limitations.

3 XM is available only in the 48 contiguous United States. Required $12.95 monthly subscription sold separately after three trial months. All fees and programming subject to change. For more information, visit gm.xmradio.com.
A serious ride with street-worthiness specs. Two body styles offered in all three trim levels let you pick your passion. 

Cobalt XFE (LS and LT) features a 2.0L DOHC ECOTEC four-cylinder engine with 155 horsepower and an EPA ESTIMATED MPG of 37 highway (when equipped with the standard five-speed manual transmission). This engine also helps Cobalt deliver more standard horsepower than Ford Focus, Toyota Corolla or Honda Civic. 

The NEW Cobalt SS Turbocharged Sedan and replaced SS Turbocharged Coupe unleash 200 HORSES OF CLASS-LEADING PERFORMANCE thanks to a 2.0L ECOTEC DOHC Turbocharged four-cylinder engine that blasts through the quarter mile with a time of 14.2 seconds. 

NEW BLUETOOTH® WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY FOR SELECT COMPATIBLE PHONES® comes standard in SS (available in select models) along with Premium Cloth seats with Ultralux inserts. And every Cobalt includes OnStar® (standard for one year) with nine safety and security services and the Chevy 100,000 MILE/4-YEAR TRANSFERABLE POWERTRAIN LIMITED WARRANTY plus Roadside Assistance and Courtesy Transportation.

The 155-hp ECOTEC engine is standard in LS and LT models and features increased horsepower and fuel economy for 2009.

COOL GRAY9
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COOL GRAY9
from the wraparound cockpit that reveals the available white-faced Sport gauges to the standard front bucket seats, Cobalt 2LT with the available SPORT APPEARANCE PACKAGE finds track-worthy. | The steering wheel-mounted audio and cruise controls and the available NEW Bluetooth® wireless technology for select compatible phones help keep frequently used features within easy reach. | Available leather-appointed seating complements the standard LEATHER-WRAPPED STEERING WHEEL AND SHIFT KNOB. | Cobalt comes with a great selection of interior fabrics and colors. | The available Sport Appearance Package also adds sleek exterior styling cues, including body-color front and rear Sport fascias and lower rocker moldings, 17-inch polished-aluminum wheels matched with LOW-POLISHED POLISHED-17 TIRES, a chrome exhaust tip, rear-mounted spoiler and front foglamps.

3 The Bluetooth word mark is a registered trademark owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such mark by Chevrolet is under license. Go to gm.com/bluetooth to find out which Bluetooth phones are compatible with the vehicle. 2 iPod is a mobile digital device. iPod is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc. All rights reserved.

The NEW USB port, available in LT and SS models, connects a flash drive or even MP3 players and offers complete functionality through Cobalt’s stereo system. Flip through your tunes using the available steering wheel-mounted audio controls while the radio displays the playlist information.
Here’s where impressive standard horsepower AND fuel economy unite in one powerplant: the 2.2L DOHC ECOTEC engine. COBALT XE has an EPA ESTIMATED MPG 37 HIGHWAY (when equipped with the manual transmission).

The 2.0L DOHC. ECOTEC Turbocharged engine in SS Turbocharged models offers a best-in-class 260 hp and has an EPA estimated MPG 30 highway. A PERFORMANCE HANDLING SUSPENSION, Brembo® four-piston front brakes, four-wheel ABS, STABILITRACK® ELECTRONIC STABILITY CONTROL SYSTEM and an available limited slip differential drive home the fact that Cobalt SS can succeed both on the track and the road. LS and LT models get a sporty Premium Ride suspension.

Available in SS Turbocharged Coupes, the Performance Display can be configured to show engine rpm, engine boost and more. SS Turbocharged models include an A-pillar-mounted boost gauge.

available compact car 3-door coupe and sedan segments and latest available competitive information.

With a history that started with performance in mind and gained momentum with almost every big-name racing event, Brembo® brakes are the preferred choice for any performance-oriented ride.
Cobalt SS Turbocharged four cylinder engine delivers an unparalleled 260 horses, making it the most powerful in its class. SS Turbocharged comes equipped with a five-speed manual transmission. Front Brembo® four-piston disc brakes, 18-inch wheels. Performance Handling suspension, StabiliTrak Electronic Stability Control System and Traction Control. You’ll also find performance on the inside: Premium Cloth with UltraLux seat inserts, a 228-watt seven-speaker stereo® surround sound system and NEW Bluetooth® wireless technology for select compatible phones® are all standard. An available USB port offers seamless connectivity for a flash drive. Your playlist information displays on the radio faceplate and can be controlled via the steering wheel-mounted controls. And every Cobalt includes dual frontal and head-curtain side impact air bags® and OnStar® with a one-year Safe & Sound Plan.

**RAISES EYEBROWS. RAISES BARS.**

SS interior includes Premium Cloth with UltraLux inserts that feature the embroidered SS logo. Ebony Grey trim. Available is Ebony/Gray.

Cobalt SS Turbocharged earned its SS nameplate by accelerating from 0-60 in a mere 6.7 seconds. The 2.0L ECOtec DOHC Turbocharged engine delivers an unparalleled 260 horses, making it the most powerful in its class. SS Turbocharged comes equipped with...
IMPORTANT INFORMATION

THE BEST DRIVING MATERIAL. Every 2009 Chevrolet passenger car, light-duty truck, van and crossover is covered on an All-Wheel Drive (AWD) basis by the following coverage:

- 24-HOUR ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE. Chevrolet Roadside Assistance is available, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. If you require assistance, please contact your local Chevrolet dealer for directions. Service varies by dealer.

- CHEVROLET CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE CENTER (800-222-1020). Contact directly to customer relationship managers who can help you resolve vehicle operation inquiries, concerns, or product or service complaints you may have. Please refer to the CHEVY.COM CONTACT page.

CHEVY.COM CONTACT. This is a component to keeping you and your family safe – and we’re proud to offer it for free. Accompanying it will be a commitment to safety and necessary help to give you peace of mind.

GOVERNMENTS-TO-VEHICLE COMMUNICATIONS. Use these future friendly technologies for highly adaptive power to make automobile data available, in person, with personas, and virtual or physical (two-way) communications. Stay tuned for news about these new technologies and what possible added safety, security, and comfort they may offer you.

Avatar (GM)